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Cree is not usually mentioned as a language which freely borrows
words from others, as English does: like German, it prefers native for
mations when a new word is needed to describe previously unknown techno
logy or other concepts. Sometimes, to be sure, the new word is a loan
translation of a foreign term, but the very rich derivational system of
the Cree language can handle almost any concept in a single word, e.g.
sehkepanis l 'automobile' (literally 'thing that moves by itself', prob
ably only coincidentally a translation of the European term), cikastepi
cikew 'he takes a photograph' ('he causes things to cast shadows'),
onimipew 'camel' ('one who carries his own water'), minahcikes 'Volks
wagen Beetle' ('little thing that goes along sniffing the ground'),
mohco-pihtwawin 'marijuana' ('crazy-smoking'). Except for the meanings,
these terms are indistinguishable from most words referring to trad
itional concepts, since almost all of the Cree vocabulary is derived
from a limited number of roots by a large set of productive suffixes:
ciman 'canoe' is literally 'a thing to be paddled'; ospwakan 'pipe' is
'thing for smoking'; even ininiw 'person, human being, Indian' is a der
ivative, literally 'ordinary being'.

Despite this ability to create new words at will from its own res
ources, Cree has been borrowing words throughout its history. Its ances
tor, Proto-Algonquian, borrowed from the neighboring Iroquoian languages
(Pentland 1978) and perhaps from Siouan (Siebert 1967, Goddard 1978):
*natowewa 'Iroquoian' (Cree natowew 'Mohawk') is from Seneca n5tawa?ka'?
'people of the big hill, Seneca'; *(k)alahkonawa 'bread' (Cree anahko
naw) is probably from Laurentian karahk6'ni (Carraconnv in Jacques Car
tier's vocabulary); *wekehcitawa 'warrior' (Cree okihcitaw) may be from
Dakota akicita. 2

After the break-up of Proto-Algonquian (around 1000 B.C.) Cree con
tinued to borrow from other languages. A number of Cree words have no
obvious cognates in other Algonquian languages, e.g. astotin 'hat', pisim
'sun', omanihkwew 'Assiniboine woman'; some may have been borrowed from
non-Algonquian languages, including the unrecorded languages that Cree
must have replaced when it spread across central Canada. Others were
borrowed before European contact from neighboring Algonquian languages,
e.g. nivanan 'five' (probably from Fox: Proto-Algonquian *nya8anwi would
have become *natan in Cree), micim 'food' (from Ojibwa: Cree would have
had *mlcihp < *mlcye?mi); still others were passed from one dialect of
Cree to another, such as Swampy Cree arlkis 'frog' (beside expected
anlkis), cowekalapisis 'dragonfly' (beside cowekanapisis), and northern
Plains Cree cilo1vI 'killdeer' (from Moose Cree?), cahcakarow - cahcakalow
'blackbird' (beside inherited cahcakayow), ciyask 'gull' (from Montag-
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nais, beside normal kiyask).

Earlv Historic Loanwords

Loans from the early contact period are often indistinguishable
from the interdialect borrowings discussed above. A word for 'gun' was
coined in one of the languages around the Great Lakes (probably Ojibwa)
and was borrowed (or loan-translated) into the others, but Cree paskisi
kan, Ojibwa paskisikan and Fox paskesikani could easily pass as descen
dants of a Proto-Algonquian word *paskesikani 'gun' were it not for the
meaning. Also early is *kasakehsa 'domestic cat' (literally 'little
glutton'): Cree kasakis - kasakes is attested from 1708, but is probably
a loan from Ojibwa kasakens, like Menomini kasaksh.

In the seventeenth century a number of such terms spread from lang
uage to language, together with names for the people who brought the new
items. Pseudo-Proto-Algonquian *weme?tekosiwa 'one who has a wooden
boat' is reflected by Cree wemistikosiw 'Frenchman, Englishman, European'
(first recorded in 1743), Ojibwa wemihtikosi 'Frenchman', and Fox wemeh
tekosiha (diminutive) 'Frenchman'; Menomini w€mEhtekosew is borrowed
from Ojibwa or Fox, as shown by the medial ht instead of inherited 2!.
Probably a little more recent is *ke?ci-mohkomana 'American' (literally
'big knife'): Cree and Ojibwa kihci-m5hkoman, Menomini m6hkoman, Fox
m6hkomana, the latter two without the prefix 'big'.

Sometimes the traders' own words (not always perfectly understood)
were used instead of coining a new term: the place name [morealJ Mont
real was borrowed as *moliyawa 'Frenchman' (> Cree moniyaw, Ojibwa moni
li), but Menomini preserves the older meaning 'main city of the Europeans'
in muniyak 'New York City' (borrowed from Fox or Ojibwa in its locative
form). The French plural [lezaglEl les Anglais 'the English' was adopted
as *(s)akalahsiwa 'Englishman' (singular), whence Cree akanasiw and Ojib
wa sakanahs - sakanahs (the latter with pejorative! for ~); Menomini
sakanas is a loan from Ojibwa.

With the establishment of the first Hudson's Bay Company fort in
1670 Cree began to borrow words from English as well as French and Ojib
wa. The English greeting What cheer? was borrowed (from an r-less dia
lect) as waciya 'greetings, hello, goodbye'; it is, as Faries (1938:518)
commented, 'now thoroughly naturalized into Cree', with derivatives
wacivemew 'he greets him, says goodbye to him', waciyemitowak 'they
greet each other', waciyemitowin 'handshaking', etc. By 1743 sugar and
cheese had been adopted as sokaw and cis respectively, the former already
with a derivative s6kawapowinakan 'punchbowl' (Isham 1949:15-16; liter
ally 'sugar-liquid-dish'). The English playing card terms were also bor
rowed very early: in 1743 Isham (1949:28) recorded kanapis 'club', tayi
man 'diamond', hac (with nonphonemic initial h) 'heart' (modern also
~os, literally-'rabbit'), ~ 'spade' (modern ispet); tehaman 'card'
(animate, like the names of the suits) could be a native Cree word der
ived from the verb tehamaw 'he plays cards', but more likely the verb is
a back-formation: Isham spelled the noun Dia maw nick 'cards', showing
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that it probably is a doublet from English diamond. The names of the
individual cards are Cree - peyakwasinahikan or peyak masinahikan 'ace'
(literally 'one written thing'), nlswasinahikan or nlso masinahikan
'deuce', etc.; kihci-okimaw 'king' (literally 'great chief'), okimaskwew
'queen' ('chief's wife'), kise-ininiw 'joker' ('old man') - except for
cak (plural cakwak) 'jack' .3

Western Cree Contacts with the French

Almost all Cree speakers live within the area drained by Hudson
Bay, the territory granted by Charles II to the Hudson's Bay Company in
1670. Despite accusations by contemporaries who wanted to break their
monopoly (and by many modern historians) the English traders made a con
siderable effort to explore their enormous fief and to keep the Indians
resident in it loyal to them rather than the French, but the independent
traders from Montreal enjoyed certain geographical advantages and a
greater ability to adjust prices to current conditions: the English
prices were fixed by a committee in London, and most of the HBC forts
were north of the range of the birch (essential for canoe making) and at
the mouths of rapid-filled rivers, whereas the French could buy canoes
locally, paddle downstream or across lakes for much of their journey to
the western Cree, and set their own prices on arrival.

The earliest trading posts in Cree territory were established by
the Hudson's Bay Company, beginning with Rupert's House in 1670. Their
first expedition to Hudson Bay was gUided by Pierre Radisson and his
brother-in-law, the Sieur des Groseilliers, but the two Frenchmen ret
urned to Quebec in 1676 and six years later led a French expedition to
the mouth of the Hayes River (Manitoba), where they built Fort Bourbon
next door to an HBC post and one established by a group from New England.
In the spring of 1683 Radisson captured the New Englanders and took their
ship to Quebec, but the governor released both the prisoners and their
property on the grounds that France was not at war with England at the
time. In disgust Radisson rejoined the English, sailed to Fort Bourbon,
and seized it from Groseilliers's son. The three trading posts were torn
down and their materials incorporated into a new HBC fort at the mouth of
the river, York Factory.

In 1697 the French captured York Factory and held it until 1713,
when it was returned to the Hudson's Bay Company. This was the longest
period during which there was a French presence on the west coast of
Hudson Bay, and, except for brief raids (such as the one by La Perouse
in 1782), their last foray into the Bay. While the French never again
settled on the western shores of Hudson Bay, neither did the English make
any move to settle the country inland. Exploring expeditions were sent
out from 1690 on from York Factory and Churchill, but it was Frenchmen,
led by La Verendrye, who systematically explored the regions west of Lake
Superior, proceeding up Lake Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan River perhaps
as far as the foothills of the Rockies. To finance his explorations La
Verendrye relied on the profits of the fur trade, and to this end set up
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a string of forts from Lake Superior to central Saskatchewan, unopposed
by the English.

Unfortunately for the French, they were unable to enjoy for very
long the inland monopoly they had in effect been granted by the Hudson's
Bay Company: the traders from Montreal were forced to remain at home
during the Seven Years' War (few trade goods were slipping through the
British blockade anyway), and Quebec was captured in 1759. At the Treaty
of Paris, which brought the war to a close in 1763, Britain decided to
keep Canada rather than Martinique - a decision which was not universally
applauded in England - and the influence of France on the development of
the prairie provinces was at an end. From 1756 to about 1763 the Hudson's
Bay Company was unopposed in the west, but even before the signing of the
treaty English, Scots and French-Canadians - in greater numbers than ever
before, and now supplied with goods identical to those of the HBC - set
off from Montreal for the rich fur areas of the northwest. The British
provided the capital and management, but it was the French-Canadians and
the Indians living around Montreal who guided them and paddled the canoes.

By 1767 a Quebecois named Fran~ois Ie Blanc, known to the Cree as
saswe, had established a post at Nipawin in central Saskatchewan. In
succeeding years the number of Montreal-based traders increased rapidly:
in 1775, 130 men with thirty canoes were plying the Saskatchewan River.
In 1774 Joseph Frobisher had arrived for the first time in Saskatchewan;
the next year he moved on to Frog Portage on the Churchill River, and be
fore the end of the decade he and his employees had set up posts all the
way to Lake Athabasca. In 1779 Frobisher and most of the other traders
from Montreal combined to form the North West Company, which made their
competition with the Hudson's Bay Company even more efficient and vicious.
Until 1821, when the HBC finally absorbed its younger rival, the west was
the scene of what might be called a fur rush, since it greatly resembled
a typical gold rush in economic and personal terms: whole districts were
trapped out within a few years; rival companies established trading posts
within sight of each other until there might be three or four at a single
location; Indians coming in to payoff their debts to a trader would be
forced into a competitor's fort and relieved of their furs; hundreds of
Mohawks from Montreal were imported into Alberta to trap beaver when the
local Indians did not show sufficient enthusiasm; and there were even a
few murders (which usually went unpunished - the area did not become part
of Canada until 1869) to enliven the scene.

A side effect of this great rush into the west was the intimate
association of hundreds of French-Canadians with the Cree and neighboring
tribes. The Hudson's Bay Company officially frowned on employees' con
tacts with Indian women; the Nor'Westers did not - in fact, they encour
aged their men to take Indian wives to cement relations with the various
bands. One product of this policy was the large number of Metis (French
Canadian/Indian halfbreeds) in the prairie provinces; another was the
introduction of French lexical items into the local Indian languages.
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Unassimilated French Loanwords

The most remarkable example of an Algonquian language that has bor
rowed lexical items from French is the varietv of Plains Cree known as
Metchif4 or Mi(t)chif, spoken in North Dakota~ (Turtle Mountain reserva
tion), Manitoba (San Clara and probably elsewhere), Saskatchewan (Ile-a
la-Crosse, Beauval, Buffalo Narrows, etc.) and Alberta (at a number of
"Metis" settlements in the Peace River valley and elsewhere). Metchif
has replaced almost all nouns, and a few other words, with their French
equivalents, usually with little or no phonological adjustment. The most
extreme variety is the Turtle Mountain dialect described by Crawford
(1973) and Rhodes (1977), in which all but five nouns ('mother', 'father',
'grandmother', 'grandfather' and 'chokecherry') are French; other var
ieties of Metchif retain more Cree nouns, but appear to be identical in
most other respects.

Northern Plains Cree (of which Saskatchewan and Alberta Metchif is
a variety) has one of the smallest inventories of phonemes known: eight
consonants /p t c k s h m n/, two semivowels /w y/, and three vowels
/a i 0/ plus vowel length. By analytical tricks it is possible to reduce
the number even more (£ and the semivowels might be treated as underlying
/t 0 i/ respectively, or vowel length could be eliminated in favor of
sequences of vowels), but in any case it contrasts sharply with the neigh
boring languages: English (24 consonants, 15 vowels and diphthongs in
the local dialect), French (21 or 23 consonants, 17 vowels in the dialect
from which Metchif has borrowed), and Chipewyan (according to Li [1946:
398-399] 39 consonants, 25 vowels, 2 tones). Southern Plains Cree (in
cluding North Dakota and Manitoba Metchif) has one additional phoneme,
long e.

Metchif maintains two phonological systems - French and Cree - with
little interaction. The southern variety (Turtle Mountain, examples from
Rhodes 1977) has [e] for French t before high front-vowels (d. Queoecois
[c]) and for Cree c (d. Norther;- Plains Cree [c]): [pei] 'little' (Que
becois [p'ci] petit), [mi'eisuw] 'he eats' (Cree micisow); it has bor-
rowed [~~] for orthographic hc from the Swampy Cree dialect of north
eastern Manitoba (other dialects have [hc]), as in [usei] ohci 'from';
and it assimilates sibilants in French words ([savaz] sauv~'Indian',
[SeEs] chasse 'hunt') by a Cree rule which has been lost in the western
dialects because they have merged 5 with s (cf. eastern Cree kisisow 'he
is cooked', underlying /ki5-iso-w/). Oth~rwise most of the French words
appear to be identical to their Quebec French counterparts, and except
for the [5] allophone of ~ the Cree words are indistinguishable from the
forms in dialects spoken farther west. Morphologically, too, the French
and Cree components of Metchif are similar to other varieties: French
adjectives make feminine and plural forms in the usual way (e.g. [pei(t)]
'little', fern. [peit], masc. pl. [pei(z)], fern. pl. [pcit(s)J, etc.) and
there are only one or two innovations in the complicated Cree verb para
digms.

It is when words are combined into sentences that Metchif suddenly
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ceases to be familiar to speakers of standard French or Cree: a Quebec
ois would have little difficulty with ElI livr] le livre 'the book' or
[ely] tiS (question marker), nor a Cree with [anima] 'that' (inanimate),
[ni'ya] 'I' and [ka'-aya'yin] 'that which you have', but the sentence
ElI livr anima ka'-aya'yin, ni'ya ciy anima] 'Was that book you had mine?'
(Rhodes 1977:14) is incomprehensible to both. It is not just the words
that are unfamiliar: a speaker of Metchif must maintain a knowledge of
both languages' syntactic requirements in order to apply the Metchif ag
reement rules. He must know not only that livre 'book' is masculine in
French, but also that Cree masinahikan 'book' is inanimate, in order to
say II livr anima 'that book' (not *la livr nor *ana). Such a knowledge
could have arisen only in a community where a large part of the popula
tion was fluently bilingual, e.g. in families where the father spoke
French (and some Cree) while the mother spoke Cree (and perhaps a little
French).

The Turtle Mountain dialect of Metchif has borrowed only a few Eng
lish nouns, but in the Saskatchewan dialects a considerable part of the
formerly French vocabulary has been replaced by English equivalents, just
as the French words replaced Cree terms at an earlier date. Both of the
earlier gender systems have been maintained without alteration: Cree
nouns are animate or inanimate, and verbs obligatorily agree with both
subject and object; French nouns are masculine or feminine, and articles
and adjectives must agree with them. Thus the sentence given above in
the Turtle Mountain dialect (II livr anima ... ) would begin at Ile-a-la
Crosse with II bUk anima, where the English loanword bUk 'book' is mascu
line because it replaced French livre and inanimate because livre earlier
replaced Cree masinahikan. On the other hand Metchif binz 'beans' is
feminine and animate - Canadian French la feve (contrast Standard French
le haricot, masculine) and Cree mistanicimin (pl. -ak) - in sentences
like tut li bon binz ki-kitamwawak 'all the good beans have been eaten'
(with feminine bon 'good', not masculine b5, and transitive animate kita
mwawak 'someone~e them (animate) up' rather than transitive inanimate
*kitananiwiw).6

Partially Assimilated Loanwords

Most Metchif loans from French show only slight phonological adap
tation, but a few words are more completely assimilated to the Cree phon
ological system. I recorded [nJm] 'the man' and [nlbwa] 'the wood' at
Turtle Mountain, whereas Rhodes (1977) has lJm (French l'homme) and II
bwa (French le bois). In all varieties of Metchif the plural articl;
appears to be Eli] li rather than [le] (French les); similarly the plural
possessives are mi ~y', ti 'your (familiar)' and si 'his, her' (French
mes, tes, ses) with the north~rn Cree shift of ~ t;-I even in those Met
chif dialects which otherwise retain e. Such assimilated forms may belong
to an earlier stratum of Metchif than-the main bodv of French loanwords 
they are all very basic words - but in the absence of any documentation
of earlier stages of the language we can only speculate on the causes of
the irregularities.
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In ordinary Plains Cree (i.e. the non-Metchif variety) and the
neighboring Woods and Swampy dialects only a few French nouns have been
borrowed. Such loans are at least partially assimilated to the Cree
phonological system, and they are completely integrated into Cree morpho
logical patterns. French voiced stops and fricatives are replaced by
Cree voiceless consonants, f (and v) becomes s, and s (and z) has more
recently (mid-nineteenth ce;tury) ~erged with-~. I do not have suffic
ient examples to make definitive statements about the vowel reflexes, but
French orthographic oi (Standard French [wa] , but [we] - [WE] in earlier
Standard French and modern Quebecois) is reflected as we, e.g. latwel
'canvas' (French la toile), lapwet 'box' (French la botte).

Most nouns are borrowed with the appropriate article (Ii, la, le <
French Ie, la, les) - the exceptions are minos 'cat' (French-;in~+-rhe
Cree diminutive-Y:is/) and tBrBw '(domestic) bull' (French taureau) - but
the French gender is otherwise irrelevant, each word taking the Cree gen
der (animate or inanimate) of the noun it has replaced, e.g. lapwel 'fry
ing pan' (French la poele; animate like Cree saseskihkwan 'frying pan'
and askihk 'kettle, cooking pot'), lamwel 'marrow' (French la moelle;
inanimate like Cree wini 'marrow'), The definite article is not recog
nized as such: it remains even when the word is used in indefinite senses
(e.g. namova nitayawaw lapwel 'I don't have a frying pan') and does not
change from Ii or la to Ie in the plural: lapwelak 'frying pans', lapweta
'boxes'. Nouns borrowed in the plural are treated as singulars, e.g.
lepos 'inch' (French les pouces 'the thumbs, inches'): peyak lep6s 'one
inch', tanitahto lepos 'how many inches long is it?' (Cree tanitahto 'how
much, how many' + singular),

In inflection and derivation French loanwords behave exactly like
native words. Almost all Cree nouns that end in k in the singular have
underlying /kw/, which appears on the surface whe; a suffix (e.g. plural
-ak or -a) is added, as in atihkwak, plural of atihk 'caribou'; borrowed
words with final k are reanalyzed as haVing /kw/: lapatak 'potato' (Que
becois [la patak] la pataque), plural lapatakwa. In diminutives Cree ~

is changed to ~' e.g. wata 'holes', waca 'small holes'; so also lapwet
'box', lapwec 'little box'; lapatak 'potato', lapacakos 'small potato'.
Loanwords also enter productively into the elaborate derivational patterns
of Cree: from latwel 'canvas' + maskisin 'shoe' is formed latwelaskisina
'running shoes'; from lite 'tea' (French Ie the) + askihk 'kettle',
litewaskihk 'tea kettle~lso tiwaskihk, with the English loanword tiy);
maci- 'bad' + minos 'cat' forms maci-minBs 'cougar' (replacing Cree misi
pisiw 'big lynx').

Completely Assimilated Loanwords

Some speakers of Cree do not have a phoneme 1: Proto-Algonquian *1
was changed in prehistoric times to y in Plains Cree (and Woods Cree 0,
Swampy n, etc.), and later dialect b;rrowings like cahcakalBw 'blackbird'
are not accepted by everyone. French 1 and ~ are replaced by such speak
ers with what they perceive to be the phonetically most similar Cree

I
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sound, n: 7 lamelas 'molasses, syrup' (French la melasse) becomes namenas;
lapwel 'frying pan' becomes napwen; torow 'bull' becomes tonow. Asmen
tioned earlier, the northern dialects of Cree have merged ~ and~; ex
cept in the Metchif dialect of Saskatchewan and northern Alberta, French
loanwords also undergo this change: lapwel 'frying pan' becomes lapwil or
napwin; likave 'cottage cheese' (French Ie caille 'curdled milk') becomes
*likayi, reshaped to likayiv - nikayiy to match the numerous Cree nouns
with stem-final ix.

While the change of Proto-Algonquian *1 to y (etc.) took place far
in the distant past, most Cree speakers are quite aware of the correspon
dences between their own and neighboring dialects. Very rarely 1 in a
loanword is treated as if it were Proto-Algonquian *1: the name Solomon
usually appears as salaman in all Cree dialects, but I have also heard
Plains Cree savaman and Woods Cree sa6aman. 8 Hypercorrections also occur:
anikwacas 'squirrel' (Proto-Algonquian *anyikw-) appears in all dialects,
but Manitoba Swampy Cree also has alikwacas and arikwacas in imitation of
Moose Cree and Atikamekw (or the extinct Missinipi dialect), which have
1 and £ in some words where Swampy has ~, and Bloomfield recorded avikwa
cas in a neighboring Plains dialect where the correspondence Swampy ~ :
Plains y is common knowledge. An earlier example is the word for 'all':
Swampy and Moose Cree kahkinaw and Atikamekw kaskina point to Proto
Algonquian *kaxkinawi 'all', but Plains Cree kahkiyaw and Woods kahki6aw
are prehistoric loans with eastern hk < *xk (instead of western sk) and
hypercorrect v and G. --. ~-

French Loanwords in Chipewyan

Mary Haas's interest in French loanwords in the languages of North
America is well known: she included a section on loans in 'Notes on a
Chipewyan dialect' (Haas 1968a:169-l70) and followed it up with a note on
the Menomini playing card terms (Haas 1968b). The Cree names of playing
cards that derive from English have been given above; in Alberta and
western Saskatchewan the terms were probably borrowed from French, but
they are now almost completely replaced by native Cree words (Wagner 1979),
only lipik 'spade' (French Ie pigue) and misi-pik 'spade, especially ace
of spades' (Cree misi- 'big') surviving.

Haas noted that the French loanw@rds in Chipewyan all include the
definite article (as in Cree), but the masculine form appears as both 1i
and lE-; she suggested that 'Those with li- rather than lE- may be ear
lier loans or perhaps brought in through the medium of another Athapaskan
language' (Haas 1968a:170). Both sets include almost completely unassim
ilated borrowings, e.g. lidrEf 'club (card suit)' (French Ie trefle) and
lEgafE 'coffee' (French Ie cafe) with foreign i, but in general the Chip
ewyan nouns with li- are less like the French originals than those with
lE-, and therefore might well be earlier loans.

There is no reason why Chipewyan should have altered the article Ie
to li- if it borrowed directly from French (either lE- or perhaps la
would be phonetically closer): more likely Chipewyan received the earlier
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loanwords 'through the medium of another ... language' which had no short
low front vowel. The obvious choice for such an intermediary is the
northern dialects of Cree, which have no low front vowels at all and are
known to have borrowed a number of words from French. Historically the
Cree lived between the Chipewyan and the French (there were no Athapaskan
languages southeast of the Chipewyan), and it was the Cree who guided the
traders into the regions farther north.

The hypothesis that Chipewyan borrowed its first French words
through Cree is confirmed by two kinds of evidence. The Chipewyan word
for 'pig' is gugus (Alberta dialects) or gugus (Fort Smith, N.W.T.),
clearly a loanword from Cree k6hk6s 'pig' (earlier k6hk6s), itself a very
old loan via Ojibwa from French coche (Hockett 1981:69). The distinct
ively Cree form s6kaw 'sugar' (from English) has also been borrowed, as
suga - if Chipewyan had taken the word directly from English it would
have preserved the initial s and probably the final r. Beside lidrff
'club' Chipewyan also has k'asbakf, literally 'ptarmigan's foot', a
calque on western Cree pihewisit 'club; partridge or ptarmigan foot'.
The other point is that Chipewyan has i (usually with high tone: f) in
a number of words for French [e] and [c], which is explicable only if
they arrived through the Cree dialects which have merged e and i: lidl
'tea' (northern Cree liti, French Ie the); liba 'socks' (Cree *lipa,
French les bas); labwll (Scollon & Scollon 1979:139) or labovl (Haas
1968a:173) 'frying pan' (Cree lapwil, French la poele); lagls 'box'
(Cree *lakis, French la caisse).

Another possible French loanword in Chipewyan is b~lav 'white man'.
Like Cree m6niyaw it probably comes from the place name [morealJ Mont
real, with the same alteration in meaning, but phonologically a Cree in
termediary is unlikely since Chipewyan preserves the nasalization of the
first vowel and has 1 where the northern Cree dialects have n or ~ (Plains
Cree moniyaw, with irregular ~; Woods Cree mo6iyaw). It may-be a~ early
loan directly from French (with ~ for ~, since the latter has a very re
stricted distribution in Chipewyan), with only the meaning borrowed from
Cree.

Some Conclusions

Not all loanwords in Cree derive from the same dialect of French:
three varieties can be distinguished, in part perhaps chronologically
rather than geographically different. They appear to correlate very well
with three types of Cree dialects that can be defined in historical, geo
graphical, and linguistic terms:

(1) Cree dialects in which a very large percentage of the vocabul
ary is borrowed from French, identified historically with the Metis (Met
chif) descendants of French-Canadian fur traders who took Cree wives;
distributed in a narrow band from Belcourt, North Dakota, northwest to
the Peace River district of Alberta. The French source dialect was one
in which t palatalizes to c before high front vowels (Metchif ciy - ci
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(question marker) < French [cu] tu or earlier [ci] ti) and
graphic oi is twa] (Metchif trwa--'three , < French t~is).
loanwords appears to decrease from east to west.

in which or tho
The number of

(2) Dialects which have borrowed a few French words: Plains Cree
and Saskatchewan Woods Cree (also Chipewyan). The source dialect of
French is indistinguishable from that now spoken in most of Quebec, with
palatalized t before high front vowels (Plains Cree ci (question marker)
< French [cUT or [ci]) and [ws] for orthographic oi (Cree lapwet 'box' <
French la boite). The area in which these dialects are spoken was one
of the most hotly contested districts of the fur trade era, at least un
til 1821 drawing large numbers of men from Montreal; the number of loan
words appears to increase towards the west, perhaps reflecting the lesser
competition the Hudson's Bay Company was able to mount in the more dis
tant areas.

(3) Dialects which have absorbed little or no French: Manitoba
Woods and Swampy Cree, and the dialects farther east. These dialects are
spoken in the districts in which the Hudson's Bay Company was never ser
iously challenged by the traders from Montreal. Besides the early loans
which occur in all Cree dialects, the only French material I have noticed
appears in a children's counting-out rhyme from northern Manitoba (Pent
land 1981); the source dialect is indistinguishable from Standard French,
retaining t before high front vowels (tis 'ten' < French dix) and with
[wa] for o~thographic oi (la < *tila 'three' < French troiS). The rhyme
is probably very recen~ deriving from Catholic missionaries (many of
whom were from France rather than Quebec) who reached York Factory only
in the early twentieth century, but it is barely possible that it dates
back to the brief French occupation of York Factory in 1697-1713.

English loanwords in Cree have seldom been recorded. This is not
because they are lacking, but because relatively unassimilated loanwords
(those that are easily recognized as English or French) tend not to be
written down, even by professional linguists. Even assimilated loanwords
are often ignored by those who are familiar with the source language:
therefore the only words that are usually recorded are those so drastic
ally altered that the collector does not recognize his own language, or
those from languages with which the collector is less familiar, so that
English loans tend to be ignored in the west while French loans are us
ually ignored in Quebec. There are, however, important lessons to be
learned from such borrowings, and those studying Indian languages should
increase their efforts to obtain samples of them.
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NOTES

1 The Cree orthography used in this paper is an adaptation of the
one developed by Paul Voorhis (Voorhis et al. 1977) for the dialects of
Manitoba~ Saskatchewan~ and Alberta; it does not take into account some
of the contrasts found only in the dialects of Ontario and Quebec~ which
distinguish s from s (and~ in Atikamekw Cree~ hs from s~ hs from s). The
consonants are /p t-c k s h m nnw y/; in we;tern dialects c is-[c] ~ in
the east [c]; n is an arbitrary symbol for the reflexes of Proto-Algon
quian *l (Plain; Cree y, Woods~, Swampy Q). The vowels are /a a e i i
o 0/; ! has merged with i in northern dialects, and short e has merged
with i in all Cree dialects.

2 Goddard (1978:587) claims that Cree okihcitaw 'a great warrior' ~

Ojibwa okihcita 'brave warrior', and an uncited Menomini cognate are bor
rowed from Dakota akicita 'warrior'. I cannot locate the Menomini form,
but there is an obvious Fox cognate in nikani-kehcitaha 'headman' (form
ally diminutive; nikani- 'leading') and kehcitawesiwa 'he is adult'; to
the latter may be compared Ojibwa kihcitwawisi 'he is important' ~ kihci
twa 'important~ famous' (also 'Saint' in modern Ojibwa, e.g. kihcitwa
sanh 'Saint John')~ Cree kihcitwaw(iw) 'he is great' ~ okihcitwaw 'great
one, a great warrior' (cf. okihcitaw 'id.' above)~ and Montagnais
cicitwaw 'he is a saint', which have an unexplained w after the t. We
may reconstruct without serious difficulty Proto-Algonquian *(we)kehci
t(w)awa or *(we)ke?cit(w)awa 'warrior'~ which looks very much like a der
ivative of the common root *ke?t-, *ke?ci- 'big~ great'. It is difficult
to accept Goddard's suggestion that the Algonquian languages have here
borrowed from Siouan~ since the forms appear to derive from a productive
Proto-Algonquian root~ and there are cognates as far east as the Gulf of
St. Lawrence.

3 Isham (1949:28-29) gives a different set of terms for the picture
cards: Wa wa ke to 'king', Es'gua muck 'queen', Com rna com rna kot 'knave'
(ka-rnakwamikot 'he who is bitten'?). The word for 'queen' is a derivative
of iskwew 'woman', but I do not recognize the suffix. Nor can I identify
Isham's word for 'king' ~ unless it is a mishearing or misspelling (Isham
was barely literate in English, much less Cree) of wey6cihtaw 'he has
plenty~ abundance'.

4 The word Metchif is an old variant of Standard French Metis
'halfbreed~ mestizo' ~ with the well known Canadian French palatalization
(affrication) of t to [c] before high front vowels (further altered to
[c] in Turtle Mountain Metchif), and an unexplained change of final s
(silent in Standard French) to f. The earliest record of the form I have
seen is Mathevet's Loup diction~ry (ca. l750)~ where p8k8i is glossed as
'A moitie, v.g. metif~ qui est moitie d'une nation et moitie d'un autre'
(Day 1975:73; Day reads "meti~"~ with uncertain "s"~ but the facsimile
shows a clear "f").
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5 The interrogative marker in Canadian French is [cliJ tu, as in
[5 va eli] on va tu 'Are we going?'. In earlier Canadian French, as in
various dialects in France, it was ti (Standard French [va tiJ va-t-il
'Is he going?' : nonstandard [i va til il va-t-il, whence on va ti 'Are
people going, is one going?', tu vas ti 'Are you going?', etc.); the
modern Canadian form is due to contamination with the second person sing
ular pronoun, especially in such forms as [va eli] - [eli va ci] vas-tu
'Are you going?'. Most Cree dialects have a question marker na (which
follows the first word in the clause), but all Plains Cree dialects have
substituted the (early?) French loanword ci; I do not know why the
Turtle Mountain dialect has a nasalized vowel in [ely], but the same
phenomenon appears in some Saskatchewan Metchif dialects.

6 The sentence quoted was created by myself (it has not been
checked by a native speaker of Metchif) from shorter authentic examples
to illustrate the agreement rules; I have no reason to doubt its gram
maticalityo When I discussed Metchif gender and agreement rules at a
University of Manitoba Linguistics Colloquium in January 1981, at least
one syntactician objected that such a system should not exist in any lang
uage, since it requires the speaker to known not only the "underlying"
(French) forms of the English nouns, but also the f1 underlying" forms of
the underlying forms. A fuller description of the system in the Buffalo
Narrows dialect of Saskatchewan (my examples are from the neighboring
Ile-a-la-Crosse dialect) is now available in Hagman 1981.

7 But in Woods Cree, French 1 and r appear to have fallen together
with Proto-Algonquian *1, as Q: 6iti 'tea' (beside liti) < French Ie the.

8 There is a good chance that forms like Plains Cree sayaman 'Solo
man' are created only in fun and would not be used where they might give
offence: they were recorded during discussions with a close-kn~t group of
linguistically sophisticated Cree speakers, all about the same age, one of
whom happened to be named Solomon. What was permissible to say to a
fellow student might not be said to a stranger with the same name.
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